Measurement of the Fundamental Thermal Noise Limit in a Cryogenic Sapphire Frequency Standard Using Bimodal Maser Oscillations
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We report observations of the Schawlow-Townes noise limit in a cryogenic sapphire secondary frequency standard. The effect causes a fundamental limit to the frequency stability, and was measured through the novel excitation of a bimodal maser oscillation of a Whispering Gallery doublet at 12.04 GHz. The beat frequency of 10 kHz between the oscillations enabled a sensitive probe for this measurement of fractional frequency instability of $10^{-14} \tau^{-1/2}$ with only 0.5 pW of output power.
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Cryogenic sapphire oscillators are based on single cylindrical crystals of sapphire of approximately 50 mm in diameter, cooled with liquid helium and operated by exciting Whispering Gallery modes with $Q$ factors of order $10^8$ at microwave frequencies [1]. State-of-the-art stabilities of parts in $10^{16}$ ($\Delta f/f < 10^{-15}$) have been achieved for integration times between 2 to 1000 s [2,3]. This has lead to a range of unique applications including precision tests of Lorentz invariance, such as Michelson-Morley [4–6], Kennedy Thorndike [7–9] and standard model extension [5,6,10–13] experiments. Other applications include quantum-limited operation of laser cooled atomic frequency standards. The high stability of the sapphire oscillator allows the elimination of technical noise due to the pulsed sampling required to generate Ramsey fringes [14]. To date, cryogenic oscillators are the only electromagnetic oscillators with sufficient stability to achieve this. Thus, many laboratories worldwide are incorporating them into their clock ensembles to generate microwave and optical signals for such purposes [2,15–20]. As well as the practical applications with regards to timing, navigation, and space applications [21], the fountain clocks have now achieved sufficient sensitivity to test the stability of fundamental constants [22–24].

The fundamental limits of frequency stability in such high precision oscillators are due to competing effects from fluctuating radiation pressure of the electromagnetic field or small random background fluctuations due to thermal [25] or quantum Nyquist noise processes (Schawlow-Townes noise limit) [26,27]. These limits represent a barrier to frequency instability that cannot be surpassed using classical techniques. It is important to characterize these noise processes through precise measurement. For a cryogenic sapphire oscillator operating at the usual levels of carrier power (10 mW), radiation pressure effects have already been characterized [1]. In contrast, the frequency instability due to the Schawlow-Townes noise limit for a cryogenic sapphire oscillator is of order $10^{-20}$ at 1 s averaging time at this carrier power. In this regime the performance of precise frequency generation is limited by technical noise sources such as flicker noise in the amplification process of the oscillator sustaining stage (solid-state amplifier). Typically this is at a level of parts in $10^{16}$. In this work we report on the first observation of the fundamental frequency stability limit due to Nyquist thermal fluctuations in a cryogenic sapphire oscillator using a three-level zero-field maser transition as the oscillator sustaining stage.

The fundamental spectral density of Nyquist noise of an electromagnetic mode sustained by an ideal amplifier is given by Eq. (1) [26]

$$\psi_a(\nu) = \frac{\hbar \nu}{e^{\hbar \nu/k_BT} - 1} + \frac{\hbar \nu}{2} \text{[W/Hz]}. \quad (1)$$

Here, $\hbar$ is Plank’s constant, $\nu$ the frequency of the mode, $k_B$ Botzmanns constant and $T$ the temperature of the surrounding environment. The thermal regime is distinguished from the quantum regime for mode frequencies, $\nu < k_BT/h$, which is 100 GHz at liquid helium temperature. In contrast to laser technology our experiment is in the Nyquist thermal regime and the Schawlow-Townes limit on frequency instability for this case is given in Eq. (2) [28]

$$\sigma_\nu(\tau) = \frac{1}{Q_{mode}} \sqrt{\frac{k_BT}{2P_{mode}\tau}} \quad (2)$$

Here, $Q_{mode}$ is the mode $Q$ factor, $P_{mode}$ is the power in Watts, and $\tau$ is the measurement integration time in seconds.

Recently a new type of cryogenic sapphire oscillator was discovered based on masing from residual impurity ions with zero applied magnetic field [29]. Maser action results from the coincidence in frequency of the electron spin resonance of Fe$^{3+}$ ions with a very high $Q(>10^9)$ whispering gallery mode at 12.04 GHz. The output power obtained with this device is of order 2.5 nW, which is ten thousand times higher than a hydrogen maser. This leads to the...
fundamental Schawlow-Townes frequency stability limit due to Nyquist thermal fluctuations acting on the whispering gallery mode resonator of order $10^{-10} \tau^{-1/2}$. The first characterization against the state-of-the-art classical cryogenic sapphire oscillator (solid-state sustaining stage) resulted in the measurement of an upper limit to the frequency instability of 2 orders of magnitude higher of order $10^{-14}$ at 1 s, which was limited by the microwave frequency synthesis chain used for the frequency comparison [30].

Whispering Gallery Modes in such high-$Q$ resonators in reality exist as doublets due to perturbations such as backscatter in the crystal due to Rayleigh scattering and probe perturbations [31–34]. The backscatter causes the two opposite traveling waves propagating around the circumference of the sapphire cylinder to exhibit strong coupling and split into two spatially orthogonal circumferential standing waves [32], which in this case are separated by 10 kHz in frequency. Because the splitting is small ($\approx 10$ kHz) it is only observable in high-$Q$ systems. In this work we report simultaneous maser action of the two modes as shown in Fig. 1 (bimodal operation). In contrast, the bimodal regime only occurs at low power levels between $10^{-15}$ to $10^{-12}$ Watt output power (at higher powers only one mode dominates). For these power levels the Schawlow-Townes frequency instability limit is larger and of order $10^{-14} \tau^{-1/2}$. In this work, we show that the mixing of the two bimodal signals has enabled us for the first time to measure this limit for a cryogenic sapphire oscillator, and verified the low noise properties of the maser.

The resonator consists of a HEMEX sapphire single crystal disk 50 mm diameter and 30 mm high mounted in a gold plated OFHC copper cavity. The operating mode is the $WGH_{17,0,0}$ at 12.04 GHz cooled to liquid helium temperature with a pulsed tube cryocooler. The doublet pair, separated by 10 kHz, is characterized by a loaded $Q$ factor of the order of $7 \times 10^8$ at 4.2 K. To create the population inversion we inject into the resonator a signal between 31.305 to 31.411 GHz, via a microwave synthesizer, corresponding to the center frequency of another high-$Q$ Whispering Gallery mode. There are 34 modes in this frequency range that can be excited to create a population inversion in the gain medium, which in turn causes the 12.04 GHz mode to oscillate. By applying this pump signal with a power above the threshold ($\approx 10$ mW) and within this 100 MHz range, the two maser signals may coexist at the resonator output probe. A typical plot of the bimodal maser signal power versus pump power is shown in Fig. 2. Only in the low power regime can both modes coexist (similar to two-mode operation of a ring laser) when coefficients due to cross saturation and self-saturation between the two coupled-modes result in positive net gain for both modes [35]. In this case population inversion is created mainly from separate parts of the maser medium. In contrast, in the high power regime only one mode can oscillate due to competition across the whole maser medium. On the transition from the bimodal to single-mode operation (Fig. 2) there is a discrete jump in masing power of the oscillating mode, due to the discrete change in medium gain.

The two signals, extracted from the same probe, are amplified by an amplifier chain (two amplifiers with 40 dB gain each) and then sent to a quadratic detector (tunnel diode) to be mixed (Fig. 3). A microwave band pass filter is placed between the two microwave amplifiers to reduce the thermal noise produced by the first amplifier. The 10 kHz beat note is band pass filtered and amplified by a low noise amplifier and then sent to a high-resolution

![FIG. 1. Typical spectrum of the bimodal oscillation at 12.04 GHz using a readout with 80 dB gain.](image1)

![FIG. 2 (color online). Typical output power of the bimodal maser oscillation as a function of pump power for the 31.35374277 GHz pump mode. The actual output power depends on the mode chosen to pump the mode and whether or not a magnetic field is applied.](image2)
counter, referenced to a hydrogen maser, to extract the frequency stability.

The frequency instability in terms of Allan deviation is plotted in Fig. 4 for various maser output powers. The level of white noise is calculated from the coefficient of the $\tau^{-1/2}$ fit in the 1 to 10 s interval. Periodic effects cause clearly visible bumps in the Allan deviation curve, which can be ignored when calculating the white noise. From the spectral density of fractional frequency fluctuations plotted in Fig. 5, the periodic effects are clearly visible, and for Fourier frequencies $>10^{-2}$ Hz the white noise floor is clearly visible.

The output power of the maser is measured on the spectrum analyser with a 40 dB gain amplifier. The error bars in Fig. 6 are calculated by taking ten measurements, then calculating the mean and standard deviation. The solid curve in Fig. 6 is the predicted stability assuming ideal amplification of the Maser using Eq. (2). The calculation is done for a temperature of 5 K, $Q$ factor of $7 \times 10^8$ and averaging time of 1 s. From the comparison it is clear that we have measured the thermal noise limit given by the Schawlow-Townes limit on frequency stability.

In conclusion we report observations of thermally induced Nyquist noise due to temperature fluctuations in a high precision electromagnetic resonator-oscillator as calculated by the Schawlow-Townes formula. The measurements showed the correct dependence on power and showed that the maser action produced a sustaining stage that was close to ideal. This work suggest that a cryogenic...
sapphire oscillator operating with a maser sustaining stage in single-mode operation (2.5 nW output power) has the potential to improve the short term stability of cryogenic sapphire oscillators to a value of $10^{-16} \tau^{-1/2}$.
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